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tainly. a most cr�ditable exhi?it of intelligent work; ' appeared on the sun's border. The appearance of this 
I 

The great telescope of 36 inches diameter, for the 
and. will be a decided advance In our knowledg� of this enorm�us sun. spot, denoting great activi�y of the s�lar Lick Observatory of the University of California, is 
sU�Ject. It . also shows what can be done �Vlth the force, IS speCially remarkable as occurrmg at a time' greatest triumph. The price was placed at $50,000. 
microscope In the hands of one capable of usmg it to when the sun is passing through the minimum of the The main portions of the lens were completed about a 
the best advantage. eleven-year cycle of sun spots. year ago. The photographic lens is still unlllade. It 

• , • , .. .. , • • • was nearly completed with the others, when, during an 
THE CELESTIAL WORLD. 

Alvan Clark. I experiment, it was destroyed. Mr. Alvan G. Clark i� 
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM. One of the great masters of the mechanical arts has now in Europe to secure a new disk for another at-

"Where can the Star of Bethlehem be found?" is passed away. Alvan Clark, the most eminent manu' tempt. 
the oft-repeated question that comes from many quar- facturer of telescopic lenses in the world, died a little It is said that Alvan Clark had never seen a lens 
tel's. The fact i s, no such star is visible in any pa.rt of after 3 o'clock on the morning of August 19, 1887. His ground. All his skill he acquired in his own workshop. 
the heavens. An observer with a vivid imagination advanced age had so weakened him that he succumbed He was extremely modest, preferring to talk of his 
fancied he had discovered this long-looked-for star, and to an indisposition that had only affected him for a artist lite rather than of his optical triumphs. To 
announced its return in some journal of the day. The few days. At the present period, when the subject. of those who visited his shop he used to exhibit with pride 
paragraph was widely copied throughout the country. manual training is exciting so much attention in edu· his miniatures. These were very fine, and had he con
The idea pleased the popular fancy, was received with cational circles, the lesson of Mr. Clark's life is pe- tinued as an artist, there is little doubt that renown 
almost unquestioning faith, and the sky was eagerly culiarly interesting. By his extraordinary technical would have been acquired by his brush. Later in life 
scanned for a glimpse of the star that once shone over skill, industry, and patience, he won for himself a fame he returned to portrait painting as a recreation. Up 
the humble dwelling that enshrined the Redeemer of that was world-wide. In spite of the peculiar field to a recent period he was in daily attendance at his 
mankind. Even the peerless Venus was impressed into of his work, his fame was not confined to astronomical shop. 
service, and was firmly believed to be the sacred star circles. His name had become a household word. Amherst College in 1854, Prin(leton in 1865, and Har
once more shining upon the earth after wandering for He was born in Ashfield, Mass., on March 8, 1804. He vard in 1874 gave him the degree of A.M. His wife and 

. ages in the star depths. came of the old Mayflower or Puritan stock. His two sons, Alvan G. and George B. Clark, survive him. 
The history of the so-called Star of Bethlehem is father was a farmer, and young Alvan received only a Last year the sixtieth anniversary of his wedding was 

briefly this: Tycho Brahe, a Danish astronomer, dis- public school education. He showed artistic tastes celebrated. 
covered, in the year 1572, an apparently new star near early in life, and possessed a great aptitude for sketch- He made several scientific discoveries of importance, 
Caph in Cassiopea. When first seen, in November, it ing. In 1826 he obtained a position in Lowell, Mass., inventing a double eye piece and devising a very valu
had attained the first magnitude. It increased rapidly as designer and engraver for the calico printers in one able and accurate method of measuring small celestial 
in brilliancy, until it rivaled Venus, and was visible at of the mills. For nine years he kept to this occupation. arcs. It is a matter of congratulation that his sons,: 
noonday. It began to diminish in brightness in De- In 1835 he removed to Boston, and opened a studio on have so long been associated with him, as the ex
;'a_be., pni! 'l'0ntinn� t.n.f"dA QW9�"Illltil the followin� Tremont Street for painting miniatures. His home tinguishment of the Clark establishment w�!M.d be a 
May, when it disappeared fI'om view.' - - ,. -'--- � h P r 'I'J� c!�l.":'�- � �""J J'" �.�u=>o "" =n:=t,,,. 

FOl.ty yean; later, when the telescope was i�vented, a he pursued the p:of�sion?f art�t. H� had married on • • • I • 

small telescopic star was found close to the spot where ;March 26, 1826, h�s Wife bemg MIss Marla Pease, of Con- Metallic Thermometers :for Hot Drylll&, Chamber8. 

the wonderful star was seen. It is still there and is way, Mass. TheIr son, Alvan G. Clark, about the year The object of this instrument, says the Bulletin de 

probably the same. It is now classed aIllong ;ariable 18� was .a student at Andover, fo!lowing th� course i� la Societe Industl'ielle de MulhO'Use, devised by Mr. H. 

stars, and is, therefore, liable to blaze forth at any time en.gm:erlllg. ,!he fath�r became mt.ereste� In the son s Grosheintz, is to indicate the average temperature of a 
In the same extraordinary manner. After classifying SCientIfic studies, and It was. at .thls period. that M:. hot flue or drying chamber, in which it is necessary for 
the star as a variable the next thing to be done was to Clark began the work of his hfe. Accordmg to his success in the drying of delicate fabrics that the pro
find out its period of �ariability. Astronomical records own recital, he was thus led to study technical optics: cess of drying should take place very regularly and at 
were searched and it was ascertained that about the .. My son, Alvan G. Clark, was at Andover, studying an exact temperature. 

. 

years 1263 and' 956 bright stars suddenly appeared near to be an. engineer. His young mind �eeme� to be ab- The thermometer consists of a brass wire, the expan
the same quarter of the heavens. It was, therefore, sorbed In telescopes. I was a portrait pamter then, sion and contraction of which supply the indications 
classified as a variable, with a period of about 309 and. I began to study mechanics. and astronomy so as of temperature, and a system of levers outside the dry
years. Counting back three periods from 956, the ex- to mstruc� my b?y. We eXI?erlmented together, and ing chamber, by means of which the range of action is 
Il:ct period being uncertain, the star may ha ve appeared succee�ed m makmg a reflectmg telescope. . One of t�e multiplied. Thus the variations in temperature may 
near the time of the Christian era. Some imaginative Cam bridge professors was mutlh pleased With some m- be read more plainly. The apparatus is at work in the 
ob�erver, for this reason, christened it the Star of Beth- struments we made, and when we suggested to him establishment of Messrs. Scheurer, Rott & Co., in a 
lehem, and with scarce the shadow of a foundation the that we would like to manufacture improved instru- drying chamber 74 feet long, between walls. The wire 
name has adhered to it ever since. It is also known as ments, he gave us great encouragement, and we went is one twenty-fifth inch or one millimeter in thickness, 
the Pilgrim Star, and among astronomers as the star ahead." and i s 7 9  feet in length, stretched from outside to out� 
of 1572. After succeeding with a speculum, lenses were the side of the walls, passing through openings in them. 

If the star be a variable, with a period approximat- next object on which they were to try their ability. The One end is fastened to the outside of one wall, and the 
ing to 30!l years, it is now due, and liable to burst forth result of their work was so good that, giving up all other end is connected to a system of levers outside the 
into sudden brilliancy at any time. No celestial event other pursuits, the father and son devoted thelnselves. other wall, by means of which the variations in the 
would be more welcnme t.o astronomers. The scientific to maldng telescopes. Their reputation grew, and length of the wire are multiplied sixteen times. 
world would be wild with excitement over the sub- gradually reached England. The Rev. W. R. Dawes, a Taking the expansion of brass wire at 0'18 per cent 
stantiation of an ingenious t.heory and the confirma- prominent astronomer of that country, heard of them, of the length, between the temperatures 32' and 212· 
tion of its hopes. Its first appearance, its exact position and ordered a glass. It reached him in the fall of 1853. F., the extension on 79 feet of length is 79 X 100 -;- 0'18 
in the heavens, its changes from day to day, would be 'l'his telescope did such fine work that it made their = 1'685 inches, and 1'685 X 16 = 27 inches is the range 
telegraphed aU over the country, and minutely de- reputation abroad, and many foreign orders were at of the pointer between tha given extremes. The scale 
scribed in the journals of the day. The advent of a once received. They began by making six-inch ob'jec- is graduat�d in accordance with a mercurial thermollle
comet, spanning the sky from the zenith to the horizon, tives, and their telescopes furnished with these were of tel', placed within the chamber at about the middle of 
would be of no account in comparison with the blazing wonderfully fine quality. But they gradually increas- the wire. The metallic thermometer is very sensitive. 
star! Meantime the telescopic star near Caph in Cas- ed the size of their work, and in 1860 received an order For instance, when the two thermometers, metallic and 
siopea shows no signs of any coming disturbance, and for a lens of 18 inches diameter. It was in this year mercurial, read 60· C., or 140· F., at the beginning of 
observers must wait patiently for developments, re- also that their present factory was built. Up to that an operation, before the pieces to be dried can be passed 
membering that the outburst will be sudden, if it period 15 inches was the diameter of the largest lens in in, the metallic thermometer falls 9· or 10·, while the 
come. the world. The new order came from the University mercurial remains stationary. The metallic thermome-

It is generally considered that the extraordinary of Michigan. The civil war prevented its acceptance tel' hae been at work for three years continuously, and 
changes of light in stars like that of 1572 are caused by by the university, and it was sold to the Astronomical gives great satisfaction. 
sudden outbursts of glowing hydrogen gas, which by Society of Chicago, Ill. By its use, on the night of .. • • I .. 

its own light and by heating up the whole surface of January 31, 1862, he and his son, Mr. Alvan G. Clark, MalluCacture oC Gluco8e with Nitric Acid. 

the star causes the immense-increase in brilliancy. The discovered the companion of Sirius. In consequence of The originators of this process, A. Seyberlich and A. 
spots, faculre, and rosy protuberances on the sun give this discovery, the Lalande medal was awarded by the Trampedach, use nitric acid for the saccharification of 
some idea, on a small scale, of what maybe going on in French Academy of Sciences. When in its final po- starchy or amylaceous matter. To eliminate, then, the 
other Buns on a much larger scale. Fortunately, the sition, in which it was placed in 1862, this great glass nitric acid from the solution of glucose thus obtained, 
new or temporary stars observed by terrestrial astrono- showed twenty stars hitherto un .. een in the nebula of water saturated with sulphurous acid is added in such 
mers number only about twenty-four, an infinitesimal Orion. quantity that the sirup smells of this gas. The mix
number when compared with the boundless millions of D uring the war the firm were kept busy making ture, beated rapidly, brings about the decomposition 
stars that shine with nearly unchanging brightness. binocular field glasses for the use of the Federal officers. of the nitric acid. At the expense of the oxygen con
The probability is, therefore, small that. our sun will In 1870 a contract with them was authorized by the tained in this acid the sulphurous acid is rapidly con
be added to the list of blazing stars. He will probably United States Congress for a telescope for the Naval verted into sulphuric acid, and nitric oxide is evolved. 
8hine for millions of years to come, as he has shone for Observatory at Washington. Work was begun upon The reaction is so perfect t.hat no trace of nitric acid 
millions of years in the past, and if observed from other it in January, 1871. In H!72 the glass was tested with can be found with Schlinbein's reagent. On heating t.o 
suns and systems will be classed as a variable, with a most remarkable results, yet more work was put upon boiling, the excess of sulphurous acid is expelled from 
period of about eleven years, corresponding to the it, and it was only in 1873 that it was mounted. It is the saccharine solution. This last operation must be 
cycle of sun spots. considered almost perfect. A duplicate of this glass conducted rapidly, and with an abundant supply of 

was ordllred by and made for Mr. J. S. McCormick, of steam, so that the saccharine solution shall not remain 
Chicago, to be presented to the Washington and Lee long in contact with the sulphuric acid formed, as 
University of Virginia. About the same . period they otherwise the sugar would be liable to decomposition. 
began to make a yet larger lens for the Russian ob- The solution of glucose obtained is neutralized with 
servatory at Pulkowa. This instrument cost the Rus- carbonate of lime, and made alkaline with alkaline cal"
sian government $33,000. It has a clear aperture of 30 bonates evaporated and crystallized. ,The crystalline 
inches, a focal distance of 45 feet, and a magnifying Illass contains only a small quantity of sulphate of 
power of 2,000 diameters. The general increase in dia- sodium, and can be at once waShed.-Zeitschrift fur 
meter of the firm's lenses may now be thus summarized die Chern. Indust. 

THE GREAT SUN SPOT OF LAST JUNE. 

The solar surface should, according to the sun spot 
theory, be approaching its most quiescent condition, 
for it is passing through the stage known as the mini
mum of sun spots. The condition ()f the fiery orb, how
ever, does not always conform to the laws laid down. 
The sun has a way of his own that sets all theories at 
defiance. An immense spot appeared on his surface on 
�he 7th of June.'" It was carefully observed by Euro· 
pean astronomers during its whole passage across the 
solar disk. When first seen it was situated a little south 
of the equator, and its greate8t diameter measured 50'. 
It was observed with the naked eye and the telescope, 
and continued to be visible until the 17th, when it dis-

in inches: 6, 8M. 9t, 12. 15Yz (Astronomical Society of .. .. I .. 

Chicago),18Yz, 23 (Princeto� College), 26 (Naval Ob- }j'OUR kittens, bor� at Narragansett Hotel, in New 
servatory and J. S. McCormick), and 80 (Pulkowa Ob- London, were bound together like the Siamese twins bv 
servatory). . For the last instrument the

. 
Imperial Aca- \ a ligature at the abdomen .

. 
The cords were in the for� 

demy o� SCience gave a vote �f thanks, 8.Jld the Czar of two triangles joined at the apex, the (our ends con
of RUSSl80 a. gold medal. neeting the kittens, with a space of lYz inches between. 
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